Abstract. The uncanny valley has become synonymous with the uneasy feeling of viewing an animated character or robot that looks imperfectly human. Although previous uncanny valley experiments have focused on relations among a character's visual elements, the current experiment examines whether a mismatch in the human realism of a character's face and voice causes it to be evaluated as eerie. The results support this hypothesis.
proposed a nonlinear relation between a character's degree of human realism and our subjective sense of rapport: the more human the character looks the more comfortable we feel interacting with it until a point is reached at which subtle nonhuman flaws cause the character to seem eerie, like an animated corpse. Mori dubbed this dip in rapport bukimi no tani (the uncanny valley).
Although Mori conducted no experiments on the uncanny valley, he cited stimuli that could produce the described effect, including a prosthetic hand that looks real but feels cold and hard to the touch. In this example, there is a cross-modal mismatch: the visual appearance of the hand elicits the tactile expectation that it will feel as warm and soft as a human hand. The violation of this expectation causes more than surprise. There is a sense of the macabre, which Jentsch (1906) identified with uncertainty concerning whether the entity is animate or inanimate. This sense may be highest for an entity resembling a human being because of the viewer's self-identification (MacDorman et al 2009b; Ramey 2005) . Theories ranging from the biological to the cultural have been proposed to explain the uncanny valley (MacDorman and Ishiguro 2006; Misselhorn 2009; Moosa and Minhaz Ud-Dean 2010) .
Attributions of eeriness have been elicited in empirical studies by a mismatch in the human photorealism of a character's visual elements, such as eyes and face; other treatments include pairing a realistic human skin texture with atypical face height, eye separation, and eye size (MacDorman et al 2009a; Seyama and Nagayama 2007) . Although Tinwell et al (2010) have found a visual-auditory mismatch correlates with uncanniness, no experiment has yet been conducted that manipulates facial and vocal human realism as independent variables. This experiment is intended to fill that gap.
The following prediction (the hypothesis) is made by the theory that a cross-modal mismatch in human realism causes uncertainty about whether an entity is animate or inanimate, thereby eliciting feelings of eeriness: a robot with a human voice, or a human being with a synthetic voice, will be perceived as eerier than a robot with a synthetic voice or a human being with a human voice.
Forty-eight US-born participants (28 female, 20 male) were recruited in April 2010 from a sample of undergraduate students from a nine-campus Midwestern university. Their mean age was 21.2 (SD = 3.7). There were no significant differences in the experimental results by age or gender.
In this within-group experiment, each participant viewed, in random sequence, four 14 s videos of a character reciting neutral phrases. Each video corresponded to either matched (robot figure-synthetic voice, human figure-human voice) or mismatched stimulus conditions (robot figure-human voice, human figure-synthetic voice). Each video played in a loop until the participant completed validated indices on the character's humanness, eeriness, and interpersonal warmth (Ho and MacDorman 2010) . Each index averaged the results of fiveto-eight 7-point semantic differential scales, ranging from -3 to +3. The order of video presentation and the scales was randomized to prevent order effects. Data analysis was performed in SPSS. The higher warmth ratings for the robot conditions may be attributed to its cuteness relative to the seriousness of the ex-Marine human actor. These results indicate incongruence in the human realism of a character's face and voice can elicit feelings of eeriness; thus, the hypothesis is supported. This suggests a design principle for synthetic agents to avoid the uncanny valley: the human realism of a character's visual elements and voice should match.
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